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Introduction… 
 My heart fell as I looked up and saw who was coming towards me. “Not him!” I moaned inwardly.   

 I was in the student union building (the SUB). It was early in my third year of university. I was a small 

group leader for our Inter Varsity chapter.  My friend Matt and I were leading a small group at Matt’s house and 

somebody named Steve had emailed me saying he wanted to join it but didn’t know where Matt lived.  I told 

Steve I would meet him at the SUB.  Then I saw who “Steve” was.  I groaned inwardly.  

 I didn’t know Steve well, but I had a bad first impression of him.  He was a mature student, in his 30’s, 

who struck me as a person who wanted attention.  Sometimes I overheard him making provocative comments 

about God, seeming to invite argument. I just didn’t like him. And here he was, coming to our small group.  

Crud! 

 It turns out that Steve was muttering similar things under his breath when he saw me that evening too.  He 

hadn’t had a very good first impression of me either.  He thought I was a stiff with a rod implanted in an 

anatomically impossible place.  He told me that later.  When we were best friends. 

 You see, Steve and I never would have chosen to be friends.  We had bad first impressions of one another.  

We didn’t have a lot in common. He was a married father of 3, studying in a liberal master’s program. I was 20, 

single, studying math on my way to becoming a math professor.  We didn’t think we had anything in common.  

But what we forgot is that we had Jesus in common!   

 Over the next couple months, through our small group Bible study, Steve and I became best friends.  I 

discovered that his provocative comments were driven by a desire to know about the Bible. He had a lot of 

non-Christian, often religiously hostile friends who were always feeding him information and arguments against 

Christianity and the Bible.  Steve, you see, has dyslexia and reading was a challenge for him.  He needed friends 

who had knowledge of the Bible to teach him how to respond to these arguments.  I became that friend. 

 Over the next 2 years, Steve and I spent hours talking about God, the Bible and Christianity. In high school 

I had read a lot of books on apologetics, and even more useful, my Dad was a professor of theology at the time. I 

could ask him questions and discuss things with him and then carry that information to Steve.  Steve and I would 

play pool together, go to my favourite coffee shop, and generally hang out together, almost always talking about 

Christianity at some point.  Steve would ask questions that would challenge my understanding, but he was 

always asking from a position of faith.  I knew he was “safe” to talk about these things with because he loved 

Jesus. He wasn’t trying to undermine my faith, he was trying to strengthen his own and find ways to talk to his 

non-Christian friends about the same things.  We built a great friendship founded on our mutual relationship with 

Jesus and our respective gifts. 

 But Steve and I would never have chosen to be friends!  We didn’t like each other at first. We would not 

have gotten to know each other if it wasn’t for being “forced” by circumstances to be in a small group together. 

Steve later told me that he had looked at every small group being offered that term and mine was the only one that 

fit his schedule. When he realized I was the leader, he was so disappointed!  And then he realized it was God’s 

intervention in his schedule directing him to join my small group.  If it had been up to us, we never would have 

chosen to be friends. But God, in his wisdom and mercy, pushed us together.  And his kingdom was glorified. 

 This is the amazing thing about Jesus. He brings together people we would never expect to see together.  

People who would never expect to be friends, actually become brothers and sisters!  People who were enemies 

find reconciliation and a new identity in Christ.  In Jesus, we are made into a new community, a new people 

of God, a new family in Christ.  And that new identity, that new community, is expressed in the church- in the 

gathering of the people of Christ who would not normally gather together on their own.  And when we gather, we 

bear witness, we give testimony to the truth of Jesus and our new found identity in him.  And this is the way it has 

been since Jesus came to earth. 
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Text 
 Please turn with me to out passage in Matthew 9:35-10:10.  By way of context, this section joins together 

Jesus’ ministry from chapters 5-9 with the disciples’ ministry in chapter 10. 

What It Says 
 Let me highlight a couple of terms in our passage before we delve deeper into its meaning.  First, I am 

pointing out some terms we’ve talked about before. Jesus, we are told, went about all the towns and villages of 

Galilee, preaching the good news of the kingdom.  Good news, you hopefully recall, is the translation of the 

Greek word “gospel.”  Well, technically the Greek word is “euangelion,” but it’s the word from which we 

created the word gospel. 

Also, remember, the kingdom refers to the kingdom of God, which means the authority of God to rule.  

It’s not a place, or a region, but the authority of God.  This is what we pray for in the Lord’s Prayer, “your 

kingdom come.” 

There are two new things I want to point out today as well.  We are told that when Jesus saw the crowds 

he had “compassion” on them.  The word for “compassion” actually means “gut response.” [R T France, 

Matthew, p. 175] Jesus was physically moved by the crowds.  I would translate this verse, “When Jesus saw the 

crowds it was gut wrenching for him.” Throughout the NT this word is used a number of time, almost always 

describing Jesus’ response. However, the 3 times it is used for somebody other than Jesus are in 3 of Jesus’ 

parables.  [France, p. 175] In the parable of the unmerciful servant, the master “has compassion” on the one who 

owes much. (Matt 18:27) In the parable of the Good Samaritan, the Samaritan has compassion, or a gut wrenching 

response, when he finds the wounded Jew by the side of the road. (Lk 10:33) Finally, in the parable of the 

Prodigal, or “lost” Son, the father, when he sees his son far off in the distance, has compassion for him and, 

gathering up his robes, runs to greet him. (Lk 15:20)  These 3 other uses of the word give us some idea of the 

depth of this feeling, and the positive response that goes with it. It is not just “feeling sorry” for somebody, but 

being moved to action to relieve their condition. 

Jesus turns to his disciples and tells them that the harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few.  This is 

interesting in Jesus’ Jewish context because this is not how “the harvest” was thought of in his day.  In Jesus’ 

day, “the harvest” was a reference to the Day of Judgement.  It was expected that at “the harvest” angels would 

go forth and slay the wicked. [France, p. 175] Here, by contrast, Jesus turns that image of “harvest” from one of 

judgement to one of salvation. He tells his disciples to ask the Lord of the Harvest (God) to send out workers. 

Notice, then Jesus himself sends out the disciples!  This is one of many instances in which Jesus takes upon 

himself the authority reserved for God.  Then, instead of sending avenging angels to bring judgement, he sends 

his disciples, his students, to bring healing and salvation. 

One last note on what the text says:  This is the only time Matthew uses the word “apostle.”  Jesus 

chooses the 12 and then sends them out as apostles, literally “thrust out” because sometimes we need a push! 

[Frederick Dale Bruner, Matthew Vol 1, p. 366]  But when Matthew uses the word “apostle” he is not speaking of 

an office, or a position of rank. Rather, apostle means authorized representative, like an ambassador. [France, 

p. 176]  Jesus is not making them officials. He is giving them a role.  The word apostle has the same root as 

“send out” used in v. 5. 

What It Means 
Those are a few things we should know about the text, deepening our understanding of this text, but also 

equipping us for when we find these terms in other passages as well. But what does this text mean?  What are we 

to make of it? How are we to understand it? 

First, this is a really bad place for a chapter break!  Matthew intended for this passage to flow smoothly 

from Jesus’ mission to the commissioning of the apostles to carry out the same mission. The chapter break 

disrupts that flow.  As I mentioned before, this passage connects chapters 5-9, which cover Jesus’ teaching and 

healing ministry, with the disciples’ teaching and healing ministry.  

This is important because we need to understand Jesus’ ministry, Jesus’ mission, if we are to understand 

our mission, the ministry Jesus gave his followers.  There are 4 things we need to learn about Jesus’ mission 

given to his followers: the motive, prayer, gifting and fellowship. 

First, the motive for mission is compassion for the lost.  When we look out on the crowds, we are to 
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have a gut wrenching reaction too.  We should be physically moved with compassion for the lost, and not just 

feeling sorry for them, but being moved to action to relieve their situation.  As one commentator pointed out, 

Jesus began the Sermon on the Mount with healing the sick.  It is after Jesus has healed the sick that he begins to 

teach.  In the same way, our teaching needs to be in the context of healing people’s brokenness.   

Jesus’s mission is not motivated by how “disgusted” he is that they are such sinners.  Nor is his mission 

motivated by a desire to bring order, to improve society or to set up a new rule over people. [Bruner, p. 363] Jesus’ 

compassion is based on the helplessness of people, not the sinfulness of people.  In the same way, our mission, 

our ministry needs to be based on the helplessness of people not their sinfulness.  Oddly enough, this sounds a lot 

like being primarily concerned with the well-being of others, in particular their spiritual well-being. 

Second, take note that Jesus didn’t say, “The harvest is plentiful, the workers are few, so go….” Rather, he 

said, “the workers are few so ask the Lord of the Harvest….”  He said, “pray!”  Jesus recognizes that the 

situation is dire.  The task is huge. It is easy to feel overwhelmed, especially when we consider all the poverty, 

sickness, brokenness, hurt and sin in the world.  It is easy to watch the news and think, “God, what can I do in the 

face of so much?”  It is easy to get discouraged and give up in the face of so much that needs to be done.  That is 

exactly why Jesus says we are to ask the Lord of the Harvest to send out workers.  It is in the face of 

overwhelming need that we are to go to our knees in prayer and ask God to meet the need through is workers.  

“Faith in the mother of prayer, and prayer the mother of mission.” [Bruner, p. 365]  Our mission must be 

motivated by compassion for the lost and then fuelled by prayer.  It is not up to us to go out on our own, to try 

under our own power and strength, not matter how good our intentions.  Instead, when we are moved by 

compassion, we turn to God in prayer, because he is the Lord of the Harvest. 

Third, Jesus, the Lord of the Harvest, didn’t send out the apostles without also gifting them for the 

mission.  Jesus empowered them to carry out the same ministry of word and deed as he carried out. Jesus 

preached and healed. The apostles preached and healed. “The authoritative teaching and touching [in terms of 

healing] of Jesus are not meant simply to astonish us as great marvels of the past. Jesus’ mission of Word and 

Work goes on- through disciples.” [Bruner, p. 361]  “Their ministry is carefully presented as parallel to and 

derived from that of Jesus in this second collection of Jesus’ teaching.” [France, p. 174]  Jesus authority to speak 

and to heal is given to the disciples and, by extension, to all of Jesus’ followers. 

Finally, when we are moved with compassion, when we go to God in prayer, and when he commissions 

and gifts us for mission, he also commands us to carry out our mission in community.  Jesus sends the disciples 

out in pairs, not one by one.  And this is where I really want to focus today.  Jesus’ mission is given to his 

people as a community working in fellowship with one another. 

 Remember when I said Matthew intended for this section to flow together?  We have Jesus’ teaching and 

healing. We have his compassion for the crowds. He calls his disciples and commissions them. Them Matthew 

tells us who the disciples are. Then gives the rest of Jesus’ instructions on how they are to carry out their mission.  

Matthew naming the 12 here is intentional. He wants us to see who Jesus commissioned.  That is important to 

him, so let’s take a look at it now. 

 Matthew names Peter first and calls him “first.”  Peter is first as the representative of the rest. He was 

always the first to speak and the first to act. Which means he was also the first to be wrong and the first to screw 

up.  

 Named at the beginning of every list of the disciples, James and John are next.  They were the sons of 

Zebedee.  Zebedee was a fisherman, whose business was good enough he was able to hire servants.  Likely, 

James and John were upper-middle class.  This would explain why, during Jesus’ trial, John was able to get 

entry into the High Priest’s house with Peter. [William Barclay, The Master’s Men, p. 34]  So in James and John 

we have 2 brothers who are upper middle class. 

 Along with James and John, there was also Nathaniel, also known as Bartholomew, which means “son of 

Tolmai.” [Barclay, p. 14]  In John’s Gospel, we learn that Nathaniel was a man of prayer and faith.  When 

Philip, his brother, tells him of Jesus, Philip says that Jesus is the one they had been reading about in the 

scriptures! [Jn 1:45] Philip and Nathaniel studied their Old Testaments in search of the Messiah.  Furthermore, 

Jesus says he saw Nathaniel under the broom tree.  Broom trees spread out very wide, and create an enclosed, 

private space under their branches.  This was a common place for people to go to have privacy to pray, so when 
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Jesus said he saw Nathaniel under the tree, he meant he knew Nathaniel when he was praying.  So Nathaniel was 

a faithful, religiously dedicated man. 

 Thomas, too, was one of the 12.  He is known for doubting, but he was also a man of courage. I think 

rather than a doubter, Thomas was just pessimistic.  When Jesus said he was going to Jerusalem, the disciples 

knew the leaders there were hoping to arrest and probably kill Jesus. Yet, in spite of such a grim future, Thomas 

said, “Let’s go with Jesus, even if it is to our deaths!” [Jn 11:16]  After the resurrection, the other disciples see 

Jesus first without Thomas, who doesn’t believe them. I think he is just being pessimistic still!  But we must 

always remember that Jesus didn’t scold Thomas for asking for evidence before he believed.  “Jesus blames no 

[one] for wanting to be sure.” [Barclay, p. 50] 

 Andrew, interestingly, was Peter’s brother.  He lived, constantly, in Peter’s shadow. Always, when 

Andrew is named in the Gospels, it is “Andrew, the brother of Peter.”  Do any of you here have siblings who are 

louder, more outgoing than you?  Have any of you ever had to live in a sibling’s shadow?  Andrew had to live in 

Peter’s shadow. But that didn’t stop Andrew from being faithful. The three times Andrew appears, outside the 

lists of disciples, he is always bringing people to Jesus.  Andrew, in fact, was the first disciple called to follow 

Jesus, along with John. Then, Andrew went and told his brother Peter.  Later, at the feeding of the 5, 000, it is 

Andrew who brings the boy with the loaves and fishes to Jesus. Finally, when a group of Greeks are interested in 

the good news about Jesus, they approach Philip who doesn’t know what to do with them, so Andrew brings them 

to Jesus!   

Andrew was willing to live in the background. Even though he was one of the first disciples to respond 

to Jesus, he didn’t resent not being part of the “inner 3,” the group of disciples closest to Jesus. He didn’t resent 

being in Peter’s shadow. He just kept bringing people to meet Jesus. In fact, Andrew was both the first home or 

household missionary and the first cross-cultural missionary!  He brought his brother to Christ and then brought 

some Greeks to Christ! [Barclay, p. 43] 

 Matthew, also known as Levi, was the tax collector.  Other than his profession, we only know about his 

pants.  Whenever one of the other disciples held up Matthew’ pants and said, “What are these?” the answer was, 

“Levi’s!”   

 But knowing Matthew’s occupation is actually quite telling. Tax collectors were notoriously hated by 

everybody. Greek writers talked about a special place in hell for tax collectors.  [Barclay, p. 59] Jews lumped 

them together with robbers and murderers.  Why? Because tax collectors worked for the Romans.  So in Israel, 

they were seen as collaborators with the enemy!  Furthermore, tax collectors were given lots of power and almost 

no oversight. So they often abused their power to earn extra money.  Some tax collectors were like customs 

officials. They were empowered to stop anybody on the road and search them and their goods. Then they could 

demand a tax on pretty much anything they wanted and for any amount they dreamed up. There are even examples 

of tax collectors charging outrageous fees, far beyond what anybody could pay, and then offering to loan the 

person the money themselves to pay the tax, but of course the loan was with high interest! [Barclay, p. 62] 

 Matthew, we are told, was the son of Alphaeus. James, another disciple, was also the son of Alphaeus. So 

James and Matthew were brothers too! We see that Jesus’ disciples contained a lot of brothers. 

 But Jesus’ disciples also had Simon the Zealot.  This is remarkable. Why? Because the Zealots were a 

fanatical religious and political revolutionary party.  They were ultimately responsible for the fall of the 

Jewish state.  Their rebellion against Rome was bloody and violent and eventually the Romans destroyed 

Jerusalem over it.  The Zealots hated Rome and anybody associated with it. When Jerusalem was surrounded by 

the Romans and the people were starving, some of them decided to surrender. Rather than surrender themselves, 

the Zealots killed their own families and killed themselves! They were that hard core! [Barclay, p. 94] 

 So imagine Matthew the tax collector traveling around with Simon the Zealot!  Simon would have killed 

Matthew under other circumstances!  It’s like a militant Muslim in Isis joining up with an Iraqi soldier or a US 

Navy Seal.  It would be like having both a Hell’s Angel gang member and an FBI agent together.  They hate 

each other!  But when they met Jesus, their transformation was so profound, that even these deeply entrenched 

differences took a back seat.  In Jesus, their new identity was more important than their old identity, to the point 

that even enemies were able to work side by side. 

 Matthew lists this remarkable collection of 12 disciples. (We didn’t talk about all of them today.)  He lists 
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them smack in the middle of a passage about Jesus’ ministry and his disciples’ ministry. The list is not just a roll 

call. It’s not just keeping attendance.  The list is important. Not only is Matthew naming the first group Jesus 

commissioned, but he is highlighting how broad Jesus’ choice was for who was to carry out his work in the world!  

Jesus chose brothers. He chose loud brothers and quiet brothers. He included faithful brothers like Philip and 

Nathaniel. He included quick to speak Peter and pessimistic Thomas.  He invited a hated, crooked, rich tax 

collector who had betrayed his Jewish culture. He invited Simon the Zealot, the radical revolutionary terrorist.  

He invited both of them, and kept them from killing one another!  And he also invited Judas, knowing Judas 

would betray him.  Jesus invited such a broad spectrum that would NEVER, ever self-select. These men would 

never have gathered together on their own.  The love of Jesus is this broad!  He not only allowed this vast 

spectrum of men join his band, but he actually commissioned them, authorized them, to be his representatives, 

carrying his name and ministry to the people of Israel! 

Why It Matters 
 So why does this matter?  Why do we need to see that the disciples represented such a diverse group?  

We need to see it because we need to understand that church is like this too.  Today, the church, the gathering 

or community of believers, has been commissioned to carry Jesus’ word and work to the broken world.  

We have the mission that Jesus gave the 12.  We are to go about it the same way: motivated by gut wrenching 

compassion, founded on prayer, gifted and empowered by Jesus, in community.  That’s the part at the end that 

we struggle with in the West. We are so individualistic, so into ourselves, so adamant that our relationship with 

Jesus is “personal” that we forget to communal aspect of it. 

 Jesus sent his disciples out two by two. He didn’t allow them to freelance. He gathered them as a 

community and then sent them out together.  God loves diversity. Jesus demonstrated diversity in the group he 

called to himself to be his representatives. That diversity continues to be demonstrated in his church.  This 

passage teaches us that we need one another. 
 Have you ever heard people, Christians, say, “I believe in God, but I don’t like church”?  Or, “I love Jesus 

but I’m not into organized religion?”  Have you ever said that yourself?  This is such a self-centred way of 

describing Christianity. It’s a selfish expression of one’s faith! 

 You see, Jesus didn’t come just to save us. He also came to send us. And in order to send us, he also forms 

us into a community.  This is why church is so important!  And it’s not up to us to decide if we want to 

participate or not.  I’m sure Simon the Zealot took one look at Matthew and said, “I’m not down with this.”  I’m 

sure Matthew saw Simon the Zealot and thought, “I’m going to sleep with one eye open if he’s coming with us!”  

These were not people who would choose to be together. They would not choose to spend time together, get to 

know one another or do ministry together. 

 But they did. 

 Why?  Because Jesus called them together and gave them a new identity, not only as individuals, but as a 

community.  In the same way, we need church. We need to be part of a gathering of believers that we would not 

normally choose!  I know it’s becoming popular in some circles, like the author Donald Miller, not to attend 

church on Sunday, but instead to have a “life group” that meets during the week. In these groups you grow 

together, share life together and build community. I think groups like this are wonderful! I hope and pray that 

more groups like this form in our church because relationships are so important in the kingdom of God.  But not 

at the expense of joining the larger community of believers! 

 One problem with many small groups is that they are made up of people who are friends. One reason 

people don’t like Sunday morning church services is that they are not like the other people there, or some of the 

people who come are weird, or old, or too young, or too trendy, or too out of touch.  We don’t want to have to be 

around people who are not like us, or who are not our friends.  So we avoid church, we avoid commitment to that 

broader community, we avoid participating with the church community because they’re not “our people.” 

 But when you look at the disciples, they were not all the same at all. There were different economic groups 

represented. There were different political groups represented. There were families represented, but also fringe 

people.  And Jesus was intentional about this! Because it is in these kinds of groups that love really shows. When 

the tax collector and the zealot can love one another, you know something amazing has happened! 

 Here at Priory, our strategy for seeing broken people becoming whole through the love of Christ includes 
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becoming a community in which to belong. We want weird people to be part of our church family. We want 

normal people to be part of our church family. We want people of different races, denominations and political 

views to be part of our family.  And we don’t want it to be limited to Sunday morning. We want relationships to 

build amongst all of that diversity. 

 I know people who choose not to join small groups because they would rather pick the people they get to 

know. They call it “being intentional” but it’s a cop-out.  You can pick your friends but you can’t pick your 

family.  And in Christ, we are family!  It is important that we get to know the people in our family we wouldn’t 

normally choose to know or spend time with. It is part of our mission! 

 We are blessed to have such a wide range of people here at Priory. Last week, Tim McCoy commented on 

what a blessing it was to see so many different generations represented in our congregation.  It’s also amazing 

that we have so many cultural backgrounds represented in our church!  And, if you ask around, you’ll discover 

that we have a lot of denominations represented in our church family too. 

 That diversity is a blessing from God. It is also a challenge to our human nature. [Right now a bunch 

of you are putting down your pens because you’ve finished the outline.  But I want to engage you still. I want 

your attention.] People tend to self-select groups that are like themselves. We tend to put people together because 

they are the same age, or have similar circumstances. We put youth together with youth, seniors with seniors. We 

put single people together and have another group for young parents, or newly married couples. While it’s true 

these groups often need special care, training or help, it’s a mistake to organize everybody this way and only this 

way!  We miss out on learning from people in different circumstances than ours. We miss out on 

inter-generational relationships.  We miss out on the diversity of God’s family. 

 We have a great diversity represented here on Sunday morning, but I want to push all of us to go further. I 

want to push us to go out of our way to join groups, whether they be small group Bible studies, or groups that 

serve together, so that we can benefit from that diversity.  I want to challenge each of you here to look at your 

relationships with people here at Priory. Evaluate them. Are the people you connect with at church your friends? 

Are they people in your own demographic? Are they people in similar circumstances as yours? When was the last 

time you spent time with someone different from you? 

 This is one of the reasons it is so important to join groups at church, to commit your time and energy to 

these groups!  When we commit to a group, and not just friends we select, we are forced to build relationships 

beyond our friendships. We are forced to spend time with people we wouldn’t select individually. We are 

challenged to grow. 

 But when we rise to that challenge, we live out more fully the new identity we have been given in Christ.  

We more fully carry out the mission Jesus has given us. We represent him better when we are in a diverse 

community.  It’s hard. It’s not what we would choose under normal circumstances. But the world is a broken 

place. The people are like sheep without a shepherd. And they need to see and experience healing relationships 

with people who are different than them. 

 We are all broken people here. We are all here to find healing through the love of Jesus. The world teaches 

us to stick with people like us. The world teaches us to divide over differences. But in the love of Christ, we learn 

to love people who are different from us. We are called to love people we wouldn’t normally like. We are called to 

be joined together with people who are “other” so that we can represent Jesus more fully to the world. And in 

these relationships we start to find healing ourselves. 

 Priory Park Baptist Church is a place to belong. And I want to challenge each of you, myself included, to 

be stretched by committing to a group made up of people we don’t get to choose. I want to challenge each of us to 

become involved at the church so that we are forced to get to know new people, people different from our usual 

group.  It’s what Jesus did with his disciples while he was on earth. And he wants to do it with his disciples today 

too.  Amen. 


